U-Turner 5 Star Reviews:

Wife at home in Hospice Care and is a large Gal and I turn her at times to clean Her, Change sheets. I am 69 years old and have had a very hard time doing these jobs. And then I found the U-Turner. It has taken a job that was killing me and made my life a joy to do this for Her. I watched the video over and over and when it came time to use it I was a pro. Worth a million. Good people to deal with. From Anthony in PA

Helps make turning my dad more comfortable and safe for him and for me. I use it when the home nurses aren't around to help, and even they are asking to use this now! I'm surprised they weren't using this already.

Quick delivery and response was greatly appreciated.

Good design.

Amazing product! I was able to reposition and change the sheets of a 400lb man by myself!

I recently purchased the U Turner, to help care for my elderly family member. So easy to use and straining my back is no longer an issue. I wish I had this years ago!! 5 stars all the way

Terrific invention .. will be highly sought after in the medical field… Makes patient care so much easier! Thank you for bringing this ingenious product to our staff!

Pricey, but effective at keeping patient on their side. Customer service was great on helping me learn how to use for changing bed sheets.

Product is excellent! Well thought out. Helped us tremendously!

great product, saved time in changing sheets with out hurting myself

What an life saver! With the use of this device, the turning and caring for the person in need is much easier and extremely easy to use! The thought of the strength needed to move, turn over a person, the pain it would cause to your back....what an invention! I would recommend this product to everyone, hospital staff, nursing facilities or the at-home care giver. Truly a must have !

The device works but currently not using it all the time...mother is still able to turn herself some of the time.